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College opens d~ors to disabled
assembly halls, ,the height of
various controls and electrical
A major concern for any
switches and tactile identificahigher education institution is
tion where required. The Code
whether the building in which it
also establishes the standards
is located is accessible to
for wheelchair elevating
everyone, including the
devices.
disabled.
What are the problems
Although William Mitchell is
William Mitehe11 has r~rding
located in an older builaing, the
aceessihility'? A building ac~
administration has made an efsurvey put out by the Minnesota
fort to improve the building's
State Council for .the Handicapaccessibility.
ped provides some guidelines.
"When the building was
The survey first looks at the
remodeled around 1975 there
par.king facility and the exterior
was a concerted and very
pathway. William Mitchell has
deliberate effort to make it
several parking spaces available
more accessible," said Dean
for disabled persons. Upright,
Melvin Goldberg.
permanent signs designating the
About one year ago Diane
space. are visible to motorist inDriscoll, the Persoll)lel Assistant
side a vehicle. In addition, plenat William Mitchell temporarily
ty of space is reserved and the
needed a wheelchair to get
parking spaces are located as
around the school.
. near as possible to an accessible
"Dean Goldberg suggested
building entrance.
that I go around the school to
The exterior path leading to
see if there were any problems
the entrance was constructed so
with accessibility," said
that the sidewalk .is easily acDriscoll.
~sible. There are no steps or
With the exception of trying to
abrupt changes in level
get around some of the tables in
The main entrance to Mitchell
the library, Driscoll said she
is structured so that the two sets
found oo problem at all. She aid
of doors are usable by someone
Photo by Steve Patrow in a wheelchair. The door latch
not examine the LEC btlllding.
William Mitchell also invites
is operable with a single moveWIiiiam Mitchell ge11erally provides easy access to its facilities to handicapped students.
prospective students who are
ment of one hand, although the
disabled to vi.sit the school. Pro·weight of the door may cause
The Act requires that ·•-n
.., t~enticai to1rfue vi ~e· civil ··, ~-:=8rJr~1orcement
blems and questions are addifficulty to someone with
otherwise qualified handicapped
dressed at that time and usually individual shall, solely by reason Rights Act of _1964 and Title IX
"Essentially the state
minimal grip strength.
solved by the time the student
of
the
Education
Amendments
of
sta~,
specifically
the
State
of his handicap, be excluded
The interior:. of Mitcllell is
begins classes.
1972.
.
Boilding Coae, puts the teeth infrom the,.participation in, be
reasonably
accessible, consider.
E?forcement
~f
the
statute
1s
to
50,l,"
La.soff
said
·
'Heightened sensitivity for the
denied the benefits of, or be subing the age of the building. All
disabled occurred after the
difficult. Accordin~ !~ Susan
The Minnesota. State Building
jected to discrimination under
passage of the Rebahilitation
Laso!f, _the Access1~1hty
Code sets forth the requirements the main offices are readily acany program or activity receivcessible. The only floor, if it can
Specialist for the Mmnesota
.regarding a building's acAct of 1973. Section 504 of the
ing federal financial
be called that, not accessible is
State Council for the Handicapcessibility the sanitation
Act is the civil .rights legislation assistance.''
for disabled persons.
ped,
504
doesn't
have
the
facilibes,
viewing
positions
in
Continued
on page 11
The language of 504 is almost
By Frank Briscoe
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Graham, McCollum win
Trial Ad Competiti9n
By Debra F. Coleman

Jeanne Graham and Cynthia
McCollum made history after
winning the final round of the
William Mitchell Trial Advocacy
Competition. Graham and McCollum are the first female
team to win the Trial Advocaey
C.Ompetitioo. The Competition
offers ' on band" expenence in.
litigation practice.
Historically, men have always
won the competition even though
William Mitchell has always
been a co-ed law school. Both
winners said they consider it an
honor to represent William Mitchell at the Association of
American Trial Lawyers of
America's regional competition
in March.
Graham and McCollum are
third year law students in the
day program. Both women said
they began thinking.about Trial
Advocacy competition during
their second year and actually
in:q)1emented the plan during
their third year.
Career planning and experience in competition were
major factors for both women in

deciding to enter the competition. McCollum said she has
always wanted to compete in
light of her past history in swim
competitions.

"I wanted to do it because it
would be a good experience and
I want to be a trial lawyer," she
said. "Plus, I participated in
Moot Court during the spring
semester. I thought tliatmy
trial skills in a trial situation
would be more suited."
On the other hand, the competition was the first time
Graham participated in oral
competition. Also, Graham
stressed that, "Competition was
pad of the r~n or me too,
b11tJ. really enjoyed.my'Trial
Advocacy class. '
McCollum said she thinks that
Trial Advocacy Competition is
good for anyone because it helps
one to become more confident in
presenting themselves- in any
kind of situation, whether it be
in interviews or speaking in
class.
"I think that it is" particularly
useful for women because if

women are going into JI!:!gation
they definitely need something
like. this behind them. r think
rigtlt now there is a small
percentage of women trial
lawyers. And if-women are going to get any respect in interviews, then it is going to be important to have good trial skills
to being ·with," said McCollum.
Graham said, "That it is important for wpmen to ~
themselves and to go m the
courtroom not aware that you're
a woman but go in with a feeling
of confidence l>ecause you can
do just as well as the competition, yet ~till feel proud because
you're a woman. A lot of women
make the.mistake ofbelie-ving
they have to play a role."
McCollum saia that ·'Female
attornevs .in court nave. to be
more orofessional and sharper
in proving fheir cases than their
male counterparts in order to
earn their .respect.··
Photo by Steve Patrow

Jeanne Graham and Cynthia
McCollum - winners of the
Mitchell
Trial
Advocacy
competition
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Editorial
Stick it to them; pride and hockey pucks
There isn't very much competition
among the law schools in this area. The
university is too boring to threaten
William Mitchell. The only benefit in att~nding that school is paying out fewer tuition dollars. Hamline 1s no problem; its inferiority complex takes care of itself. But
there is one rivalry where Mitchell has
come out ont he short end of the stick the hockey stick that is.
Last year, Hamline beat the skates off
of Mitchell in the annual Res Ipsa Cup
hockey game. Few students even know the
rivalry exists. In this school, few students
know anything exists except for their
fanatical preoccupation with grades and
class ranks. Why worry about grades
when we can get the students out to watch
our Mitchell hockey players high-stick
Hamline wimps?

It s time to get some "real student support behind our hoc.key team. The Res Ipsa game is scheduled for March 8 and with
the number of students enrolled in this
school we should produce enough spectators to put the Metrodome ''wave" to
shame. This is one event where the spectators or guests won't have to confine their
pre, during, and post-game, participation
to eating c~e, drinking wine and adipiring the latest uprep" clothing on_campus.
Get out there and drink beer, eat
saurkraut and bratwurst, yell, and wear
dirty j~ans.

their tests. Most professors, overburdened
by work and the ~dditional yoke of hundreds of blu~ books to correct, just did not
get out the grades.
Fall semester, 1984, was different - in
most cases.
Most professors had grades up soon
after the students returned from
Christmas break. Yes, there are a few
delinquent graders but for the most part
the faculty has dorie much to alleviate student anxiety brought about by waiting for
grades.
We're hopeful that the new grading
policy in effect will eontinue to provide the
students with quick information on how
they fared in their courses. A student
should not .have to go through half of a
semester not knowing whether he or she.
will have to take a course over because a
course was flunked in the prior semester.

We also ask the faculty to get out the
grades as soon as possible. We do understand the time limitations placed upon the
teachers may restrict their careful review
of each exam; however, a grade is about
the only thing a student sees to show that
months of effort and quite a bit of money
have either paid off or fallen short.

· Students should also exercise patience in
waiting for the grades. Reading through
those blue books has to be more boring
than reading the entire Uniform Commercial Code.

Finally, we ask those professors who
haven't yet turned in their grades to do so.
Two months is too long.

Wm. Mitchell College of Law
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Revelling 1n rubbish, refuse
.Many students ·complain that the smoke
pollution in the lounge is a big problem.
However the biggest problem in the student lounge is the refuse left nightly by the
students, especially on the smoking side.
It is amazing that people who dress in
suits can leav:e such a disaster m their
wake:
At one time a small sign was pmted in
the student lounge above the drinking
f8lmtain. It said, ' 1 Clean. up after ourselv-es
- Damn it!'' That command went unheeded. 6-r anted many _people work, g.o to
school every day and are tired. That is not
.an excuse Ior. r evelling in a self-made pig
pen. If each ~rson took thirty s~on~ to
simply put their own ~ as!t _in the barrel,
the lounge would be significantly cleaner.
The administration could facilitat-e the
effort to clean up the lounge. First, they
coula provide additional ashtra ys f.or the
smokers who now use cups, popcans and
various and sundry other recepticles
(including the noor) for their .ashes.
Secondly, addition.al (and tasteful)
wastepaper baskets could be provided for
the trash. By the end of the day and
especially on_the weekends, the present
trash containe.rs are filled to overflowing.
The main solution lies with the students
themselves. They could clean up aft-er
themselves. That is the prablem, however.
.Law students are notorious, apathetic
adults.

So get out there-?;nd support om team
against the Hamline Hams and get our
name on the map. Don t worry about your
stu~ or being called on in Income Tax
-you wont know the answer anyway.
Support our team when they kick bQtt.

The Opinion

Mitchell has already established itself as
a national leader in it's clinic program
(who said we have a great clinic program

Professors make the grade
Every year or semest-er students have
to wait, and wait and wait, to find out if
they passe.d, flunked or at least got by on

anyway? ). We also have tbe distinguished.
status of knowmg 'we can get there from
here (we know who sayl;i lliat) . But for
all our greatness we forget about what is
really important to God, nation. and
especially Minnesota - "ROCKEY.

· Please "pick up" because the j~~tors,
responsible students and school VI.Sitors
are ·sick of putting up" with your trash.

,,.

r,,..

Hetse-9en

'

I under.storx:J there hive been compla,nts
atx>ut st udents snorting ,n the rounge, .
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Dean search drive continues
Goldberg for the dean position
include the parents of a student,
Student Bar Association Presiaent John Mahoney, Rol>ert A.
Stein dean of llie University of
Minnesota Law School, and two
judges.

By Steve Patrow

The William MitcllelLDean
Search Drive eontinµes..
However, the Dean Searcfl Committee bas nearly completedits
job and wiltmake a r~mmendation or recommendations to
f4~ Board of Trustees.

.JOHN O. SONSTENG -

Sonsteng is another product of
William Mitchell who has applied for the dean 1)0Sifion.
Most students know bim from
the skills courses be teaches
such as Trial Advocacy and the
legal..Practic.um. Sonsteng- who
eamed his und~duate and
J.D. degrees from the Universi-:
ty of Minnesota bas co-authored
several boo~, manuals and
course .materials dealing with
trial skills.

Dean Search Committee cochairperson, 'Prof-essor Dave
Prince said that the committee
has not ·discussed whom it will
recommend. He said the committee had agreed fo wait until
all the candidates invited to the
school had been internewed and
their credentials reviewed.
"We decided at the beginning
of this process that.it wouldn t
be fruitful to talk about thesepeonle until we.had seen them
all, FPrince said.

Sonsteng also lecture5" on trial
skills, and participates in public
service pr-ograms such as serving on the .Agvisory Committee
for the Developmental Learning
Center, and serving as a conflicts attorney forthe.Rennepin
County Public Defender's Office.

The list of. candidates, some of
them holding favorite-son status
is as follows:
ACTING DEAN MELVIN
GOLDBERG - .Although

Goldberg has a good looking
resume and .list of ae-

coniplishments, bis biggest asset'
in his bid for the permanent
dean:position is bis exposure to
the William Mitchell colllDlllDh
ty. He was a member of the administration during the sexual
harassment crisis last year; he
emerged as a"steady and
capable admini.stra-torwbo was
ins~ental as a diplomat in
negotiating what was to become
the final sexual harassment
complaint policy and procedure
for the college.
Goldberg, who benefits lrom
daily contact with faculty, staff
and student&, -also bas benefittecf
from several recommendafions
from persons inside and outside
the college. The list of-persons
who have recommended.

TOM L.110LLAND - bas p_ro
vided the Dean Search Committee credentials indicating a
strong background in adtninistr.ative experience. .He was
an Acting Dean, associate dean
and assistant d~ at The
University of Tulsa College of
Law from 1976 to 1980. He bas
served on many law eollege
committees as well as lawrelated committees outside of
the school setting.
Holland has also published a
book and several articles on the
U.niform Commercial Code. He
bas lectured extensively in the
areas of banking law and com-

mercial -paper.-

Holland is now a professor of
law at the University of _Tulsa.

MICBAELJ. NAVIN - Navin
.is er professor of law at the
University of San Diego. He
graduated number -one out of 106

students at the University of
Connecffcut School of Law.in
1969. He has served.as acting
dean for the University San
SUE TITUS.REID - If a dean Diego School of Law, director
andprofessor of law for the 1982
were to be selected on the
London Summer Institute on Inamount of pwli.cations a canternational and comparative
didate had authored, and the
law. Navin's list o[ publications
awards the candi.date liad
is more limited than tbme of the
received, Reio. would get the
other candidates; however.he
job.
bas been instrumental in
Reid, who lists h~ latest posi- deveIQP.ing a new course at San
tion as a George Beto Professor Diego entitled 'Law and
of.Criminal .fustiee at Sam
Lawyering," a course that is
Houston State University in
supposed to expose the student
Huntsville, Texas, has authored to professional-responsibility
many books and articles dealing -and train the student inJegal
with criminal law criminology,
analysis.
police and criminal justice. She
received the-Distinguished
JAMES F. HOGG-Hogg is
Alumna Award from The Texas
Woman's University in 1979, and probably the candidate with the
mosf i:nferesting and div.erse exwas named a Fellow in the
American Society of
perience b a : ~
.
Hogg is now a Vl.ce president
Criminology. $he was also a
member of the People-to-Peop1e and associate general counsel
for Control Dafa Corporation. Crime Prevention Delegafion to
He was _previousJy a partner in
the People's,Repuhlic of China
•he Oppenheimer law firm.
in 1982.
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Food service 'improves';
·,

Gia Coma's owes cash
By Joseph A. Buettel
After negotiations between the
SBA, Gia Como's owner Jim
Risimini, and the school, there
were improvements with the
food service, but the timely payment of a commission by Gia
Como to the SBA from sales
receipts continues to be a
problem.

.

Assistant Dean Jim Brooks
said, 'The selection of fast food
;.i;i the past has been !!l!rlted.''

Under a clause in the contract
that "the operation may be
~ e d by mutual agreement." changes have-been
made. Brooks said that during
the negotiations Gia Como's and
the school agreed, "to improve
the operation by on-site management, to provide a weekly menu,
to ~vide quality fast food, and
to bring.in a (Jl,laDtity to feea the
students. All these things take
on-site management.''
The '.treasurer of the SBA,
Mary Hohnlimd said, "My

classmates think that the food is
better, but Gia Como's does not
post menus anymore:•
Clark Griffith, the chairman
of the Food Committee, said
"Mr. Risimini is making an effort. I think that' there is some
improvement. The.major test
will be measm:ed by increased
revenue."
In the contract, Gia Como's is
to pay the college "five -percent
each month except during the
months of June and July when

odlO
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_fhoto.courtesy of_Publications Dept.

Acting Dean Melvin Goldber8

Hogg received bis B.A. and
LL.B. at the University of New
Zealand (Victoria College). He
also received an LL.M. from
Harvard Law School and was
first in his graduate class.
After practicing law in New
Zealand, Hogg came to Minnesota :in 1956 and ~ a professor of Iaw at the university
for i3 years. He has also taught
at the University of Chicago,
Columbia University, and the
Naval War College. He has
published articles on treaty Jaw,
intemati.onalJaw and guerilla
warfare. Most of Hogg's experience as an administrator
comes f r o m ~ on administrative committees at the
the payment will be three percent of the gross sales.
Payments will be made twenty
daysiollow:ing the close of the
month ... "
The last payment made by
Gia Como was for August
through October1 1984.

"In early December, Mr.
Risiminia,tteed to pay on
time," said" Holmlnnd "neither
November nor December
payments have been received.
"The reason he doesn't pay is
his cash flow problems from the
other business, so be is telling us
this place is making money.
"Mr. Risimini does not comply with the terms of the eontract
and the school has not enforced
the contract," said Mary
Hohnlund.
Risimini declined to be
interviewed.

"From a broader perspective," Griffith said, ·~This is the
William Mitchell student union
with fourteen hundred people
that use the building. The SBA
has a requirement to make the
place as attractive and impressive as possible;"
The SBA has been working
1
towards alternatives to the
problem.
"There is a requirement on a
regular basis to look outside to
find someone who can do a better job to allow competition in
the market place to produce the
best situation for use," Griffith
said.
"Over the years," said SBA
President John Mahoney, "Gia
Como's has demonstrated, at
least to me, that they do not
have the expertise required.

University of Minnesota Law
School.
Although the Dean Search
Committee has made a recommendation to the Board -of
Trustees, Prince said that the
board does not have to accept
the recommendation. The board
has the option of refTecting all
recommended candidates,
choosing its own candidate, or
having the dean committee start
the search process all ·over
·again.
Students who wish to review
the files of the dean candidates
should contact Dawn
_
Christensen in the word-processing office, or Professor J. David
Prince.
"While I applaud Mr.
Risimini's efforts to improve,
the SBA must now seek outside
provider§ and we will be investigating alternatives.''
"Students .should think in
terms of what they want for the
entire lounge," Griffith said.
"Student input is critical to the
SBA."
"Tiiere is a reqniremeet on a
r-egu]ar basis to look outside to
find someone who can do a better job to allow competition in
the market place to produce the
best situation for use,'' Griffith
said.
"Over the years," said SBA
President John Mahoney, "Gia
Como's has demonstrated, at
least to me, that they do not
have the expertise required.
"While I applaud Mr.
Risimini's efforts to improve,
the SBA must now seek outside
providers and we will be investigating alternatives.''
"Students should think in
terms of w~t they want for the
entire lounge,'' Griffith said.
"Student input is critical to the
SBA."
Food Service Agreement
William Mitchell College of
Law, owner of the building at
875 Summit Avenue, hereby contracts with the Gia Como Deli
by ijs proprietor, Jim Risimini,
for the lease of spaee in the College's first floor area for the
sale of foodstuffs from.May 19,
1984 to May 17, 1985.

Gia Como Deli agrees to pay
the College 5 (five) percent each
month except during the months
Continued on page 10
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Alumni magazine
undergoes facelift
By Warren Simmons
It may come as a surprise to
Mitchell students, but the
William Mitchell Alumni
Magazine has been around for
quite some time. .lo. fact, the
magazine bas been in existence
for about 4years now. Prior to
the present magazine format, a
short newsletter, ~lled the
Alumni News was published for
about 10 years.
What is new about the Alumni
Magazine is that a -new editor
was hired in Sey~m.ber 1984.
Angelo Gentile, who formerly
worked in fie Public .Relations
department at the UniYersity of
Minnesota-Duluth, now heads up
W.tlliam.Mitcllell~ Public Relations Division.
Part of his duties as Public
Relations Direetor is to publish
the Alumni Magazine four tim.e s
a year and distribute it to the
4006 Mitchell alumni. Gentile
also decide<i tQ,give the present
stude~ an OJ;!PQ$ni.ty to get
aequamte;d with the magazine.
"I initiated a new policy of
disttib.uting the m,agazine to the
students because Uelt many of
the articles would be of .interest
to them," said Gentile.
About 5002 copies of the
magazine are published each
time. The approximate cost for
each issue is $5090.00.
Gentile's magazine staff includes a part-time secretary and
a part-time staff writer. He also
uses free-lance writers,
photographers and an art
designer. These individuals
work to achieve a positive image of William Mitchell.

Bar exam

Eight of 10 clear 'hoop'

By Frank Briscoe ·
What, .if anything, do the bar
H you are looking for an adLast July,·700 former law
figures'lllean to law schools?
vantage on the exam, there is
"The primary purpose of any students endured 12..hours of the
WilliamMitehell's Aeting
little use in searching for a local
alumni magazine is to inform
Minnesota State Bar ExaminaDean Melvin Goldberg feels that attorney who writes questions
the alumni.about their alma
tion, their final hoop before
conclusions concerning a law
for the bar. No one in the state
mater," Gentile said.
they acquire the rightto pracschools capacity to teach should has anything to do with drafting
H Gentile succeeds, we may
tice law.
not be drawn from bar exam
the questions.
never .really leave. William MitFor many there is a great deal results.
Law school professors do;
chell. At least never forget the
at s4lke if they fail to achieve a
According to Goldberg, bar
howev~r, receive a copy of the
place where we were weaned on passing score. Pride, jobs,
results indicate how well a stuquestions the day after the exthe law. He sai d he would like to money and time can take quite a, dent- studied during the Bar
am. The purpose is to judge and
bridge the gap that sometimes
beating.
Review course rather than what evaluate th.eJ airness of the
ooc.urs.aiter graduation between
Fortunately most of the July
kind of lawyer the student will
questions. The evaluators have
thefm:mer:·students and their
test-tak~ are now happily
be.
short period in which to make
law school.
·
practicing law or searching for
"The bar examination only
comments before they have to
"For many of the lawyers who work. It doesn't really matter
bears a passing relationship to a return the evaluations to the
relocate in California or
which, since the coveted. lieeose
law school's purpose of preparBoard of Law Examiners.
elsewhere, this ma~zine is
is now rorever °framed.
ing students for the practice of
Goldberg said he isn't sure
their only connection, ' he said.
According to.the State Board
law," said Gol~rg.
what impact these commen,ts
The Alumni Magazine offers
of Law Examiners, 80.83% of the
In fact, Goldberg saidJie I ~
have on the grading of the
candid insights that help pertest-takers passed the July bar
that the bar exam.may actually
exams.
sonalize the students and proexam. W·.59% of the recent
penalize the good student. "Very
"None of us have ever receivfessors who make up the school.
illiam Mitchell graduates takfew lawyers are given real life
ed -a wri~ .response, ' he Said.
Each quarterly issue will accen- uig the exam passed. This figure problems where the answer .is
Goldberg did point out that th
tuate a certain aspect of the
is slightly lower than in the past. either (a ), ( b) or (c ), • he said.
Board ofExammers have verschool.
Generally the pass rate of
Will Minnesota follow Wiscon.:
bally assured him that the com"For instance, the most recent William Mitchell graduates is in sin's lead and not require
ments are greatly appreciated
issue covered a cross section of the-mid 80's.
students grad•tating from an acand helpful.
the alwnm and thew:~ent stu.The area law school officials
credited Minnesota law school to
In comparison to the 79.59%
aent body. The magazine p&rhave not'had enough time to
take a bar examination?
paSsing rate achieved by Mittrayed two families with.several closely examine the July results.
Goldberg thinks the chances of chell graduates, the University
g~atjo~ tied to William Mit- The law schools did not receive
that happening are slim.
of Minnesota Law School
chell. "Prpfessor Ver Ploega:nd the final numbers until late in
"Besides those preparing to
graduates bad a 92% l):aS5.i:ng:
student Frea McNetl were also· January. The late reports are to take the bar exam, and their
rate. Marilyn Dean, the Placefeature story personalities.
be blamed on a computer failure moti.ves are certainly suspect,
ment Director at the Unive-.:sity
The next issue will track the
t the State Board of Law Exwho will.lobby for the change?,"
provided the.statistics. The
10 year history of the William
· er's office.
asked Goldberg.
Ham.line Law School graduates
Mitchell Law Review and look --==-::7:----~--"":'~:---....;;;_~~---.....!h~a~d~a!...82~.35~%i..pa~S!:!;!ii~n!g.!r:,ate~.

:~:s~g:~~~~!~~n!~

dude news briefs and upcoming
events.
The Alumni Magazine has
changed and grown much in the
last several years. Gentile said
he plans CQPtinual change and
hopes for the best. " A gradual
facelift will continue," said
Gentile.
··

International Moot Court

Mitchell will. host
Jessup competition
By Paul Knapp
also consider the circumstances
W ~ Mitchell College m
in which one nation is justified
Law will host th~ 1985 West Cen- in attacking a nuclear weapons
tral ~anal Phillip C. J ~ · manufaetnrlng facility located
International~Moot Court Comin another nation.
petition on March 2-3.
William Mitchell will be
The following law schools~
represented by Bever1y J. Ben~ rep~nb:d at tbe com~tison, Paul R -Knapp, Barbara R.
tion:_Umvemty of WISCO!Wn,
Xueppe.rs, Joseph..M. Sokolowski
Madison; Case Wejtem.Reserve and TsiP.()l'a W:ray. These five
Universitr; .Marquette Universi- students: alo.qg with.Brian.Batzli
ty; Detroit Colle'ge of.Law·
and Michael Miller, have writ.Mc;George School of Law ;
ten briefs .for
the applicant
Cbicago-"Kent Colleg_e of Law;
and respondent nafions. The
Uni'v~ify _o£Iowa : University
students will be arguing in front
of California "Berkeley ; S~nfoi:d of a panel oI judgE;S ~resenting
Sclloolof Law; DePaul Umvers1- the international court of
ty ; Loyola U~yersity; Univ:ersi- jll.ffice. Copies of the problem,
ty of Akron: Northwestern
along with the briefs p r e ~
University; and William Mitby the William. Mitchell team,
cnell College of l..aw.
will be -available at the library
The 1985 c-0mpetition concerns reserve desk for interested
'The Nuclear: E'ree Zone Case." students.
This Jiypothetiea.I problem deals
Many student volunfeers will
~ the _I~gality of a convenbe needed to help host the com~onal ~ a.t taek by one na- petition. Any student interested
tion a ~ t a nucl~ weapons
in getting involved in the commanufac~g facility of
petition next year should try to
another nati.0!1.
.
belpout this year in order to get
The competitors wtll consuier some exposure to the competiwhether international law contion. Interested students can
d~nes the development of 'defe!}- contact Becky Haggarty at
s1ve' nuclear w~pons. They will 227-9171 for more information.

oo~
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Editor position offers p•.os,
cons
I '

By Steve Patrow
For the last three years, I've
served on the OpiniDn staff. During my first year, I was an
assistant editor who worked for
a highly-qualified and motivated
editor who cared about the
school and tried to explain to me
some of the petty B.S. that went
on iri the school. For the last two
years, I have been the editor of
the paper, not because I was
motivated, but because no one
else wanted the job. Two years
ago, I was the only student, out
of approximately 1000 students,
to run .for the elected office.
Last year, I agreed to run for
the office if no one else did:
However, neither my name, nor
anyone else's name was put op
the election ballot ~ the
students didn't vote for an editor
- the SBA appointed me as
editor-by-default.
Well, this is my last semester
at the school. It's time for
somebody else to take .over. This
article will merely explain what
the job is about - just the pros
and cons. I'm hopeful someone
will run for the office. First the
pros:
You get paid, for the last three
years, the editor has received a
one-haH, part-time student, tuitiQD waiver. This compensation
is not guaranteed, however. The
SBA must approve the tuition
waiver, and the editor, who has
already been elected, must
argue with the SBA for the
money (that comes from the
students) and he or she may not
get it.

The~ meets.interesting
people. During the last three
years, I ve had more contact
with.~dges, lawyers, trustees,
administrators., faculty
membe!:s, staff. and other
students than most of the
students in this law school. You
get te know people which is
helpful in the glutted lawyer job
market.
The editor remains relatively
unrecognized on campus.
Although this benefit seems COD:tradictocy to ,the benefit I listed
in the preceding paragraph
anonymjty does existfor the
editor. This is especially helpful
in gl!!ani:ng criticism from the
students about The Opinion. I
can sit in classes and listen to
some jerk bitch about how lousy
the paper is, and he doesn't even
know I'm sitting right behind
him. This is the only way to get
criticism about the newspaper
since students won't take the
time out of their "busy
schedules" to write a letter to
the editor to give
ideas on
how to improve the paper.
Also, anonymity helps the
editor latclf onto some stories
that come from the lips of faculty members in class, administrators (although I think
most of them know me after last
year's little news event) and
people outside of the college.
Here are the cons:
It doesn't look good on your
resume.
You don't earn any school
credits.

us

The hours are rotten.
The people w~o do find out
who you are eitherwiil av.oid
you or talk.about the weatheJ:
when you're near.
It's harder than hell to recruit
a staff made up of law students
when you can't guarantee they'll
get paid.
Trying to get "busy' law
students to write articles for the
paper is like tcying to get the
-pope to change his mind about
th.e Pro-abortion activists.
Students who know they are
forking out money for the pa__per
generally think. it's not worth. it
(although most of them won't
tell the editor that to his or lier
face).
These lists of the pros and
cons are not meant to be inclusive. They were only providM for the students' benefit, and
should be helpful in allowing the 1
student to make a thaughtrul
decision on whether or not to
run for the Mitor position for
1985-1986.

The student elections are held
at the end of the year. However,
if anyone is interested in becoming an editor, he or she should
contact anyone on the Opinion
.staff well in advance of the election so we can help him or her
train fm: them.echanica] aspects
of I1lilDing the newspaper. If
anyone wants more information
on the editor position, please
call Steve Patraw at 772-3446,
during the day, or leave a
message in the Opinion box in
the Communicalions Center.

mitchell's
legal & professional bookstore...
FOR BEST RESULTS

20 Years Legal Experience

Maryelva Varhley
13700 Valley View Road # 152
Eden Prairie, MN 55344

612/934·8811

hours: mon-tues
wed-thurs

10 am- 8:30 pm
10 am-- 6:30 pm
10 am- 6:30 pm
10 am-2 pm

fri

sat

$ paid for used books; supplies; etc.
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Civil Clinic: ''real lawyering''
heard in other classes. "This is
a unique clinic; we expect you
to provide services better than
the average attorney. This class
has priority over your other,
more academic courses - our
clients come first, before you
prepare for classes." And so on,
and so on.
I didn't see any problem with
the talk. I could easily make the
Civil Litigation Clinic a priority
over my other courses since I
usually set my more academic
courses on the back-burner of
the priority list. I thought I
could devote quite a bit of time
to the clinic clients.
I had been trying to get into
the Civil Litigation Clinic for
two semesters, but something
always stood in the way - like
students with more credits and
the same idea, and the prerequisites for the course (Professional Responsibility, Civil Practice Skills, and Trial Advocacy,
must have been completed or
must be taken concurrently with
the clinic). I was finally successful and signed up for the
four credit program; the clinic
also offers three and two credit
programs.
My first class meeting convinced me that a two credit program would be a little easier to
handle. The student is required
to put in about 100 hours of work
for two credits; 140 hours for
three credits; and, 190 hours for
four credits. I went through
drop/ add that same night and
picked no the 100 hoar course.

Professor Eric Janus, the
Civil Litigation Clinic director,
said that the hours/credit requirements are only target
figures the clinic sets up to mirror the number of hours a student must p u t m ~ for
regular classes in.eluding·
.
studying-for exams. He said that
it is difficult to hit the number of
hours exactly, but when the student has logged the time required for the clinic, he or she
has r.ompleted the course.

means is that we want cases
that have a good chance of starting and finishing within the
semester and are likely to involve some type of hearing. One
of the clinic's benefits is tliat the
attorneys you work with are only there to help you - that's
their job.
"We seiect cases that the attorneys are strongest in and that
are relatively quiclt to a final
disl>Q.5ition. Social Security,
welfare and unemployment
cases are those types of cases."
Janus said the value of the
clinic is that it gives the student
a chance to get Ol~t and do some
• real lawyering." A clin:ic student can expect to participate in
atleast one.hearing at local
ag~cy OT court level, and also
~eral agency OT court level
The p r a ~ side of the law is
emphasized in the clinic, Janus
said.
"The basic idea behind the
clinic, and the reason we think
it's such a valuable experience,
is integration of the classroom
or academic_perspective with
the field work - the real
''lawyering" perspective.
"Many students clerk, of
course, and have exposure to
real lawyering. Many students
fake the .slfills course. What this
clinic does is integrate all the
student's work and law school
experiences by providing actual
lawyering experience under the
close supervision of an
attorney."
As with most of the clinics offered by Mitchell, the student
must be certified by the
Supreme Court as a student attorney: This is usually a rubberstamp certification that allows
the student to participate in
legal p r o c ~ as an att;orney
under. ~ o n of a member
of the bar. The student attorney
is also subject to all the rules
and-regulations applicable to attorneys, inc-luding the Gode of .

the legal services office in St.
Paul or SMIRLS (Southern Minnesota ~onal Legal Services)
in .Minneapolis," Janus said.
'])ut the program has evolved
over the years so that nQW it :is
much more.Jocated or centered
around Mitchell. It used to be
that students were placed in an
outplacement setting, like the
legal aid offices. However,
students are now under more
direct supervision from the
clinic; the legal aid offices provide places for students to meet
their clients and contact some of
the supervisors who also work
for legal -aid.''
Janus has supervised the
clinic since July, 1984. The clinic
itself has existed in one form or
another for about ten years.
The present clinic is supervised by Janus who oversees other
supervisors who supervise the
students. All of these super-

By Steve Patrow
It was the same pep talk I'd

visors are. attorneys.

'Some ofthesupecvisors are
on the staff at SMIRLS," Janus
said. "We have a contract with
SMIRLS and pay them for their
time. Some are staff attorneys
here, at Mitchell. We also have
a number of full-time faculty
members doing some
supervising."
The ·supervising attorneys
usually specialize in one or two
,areas, and the student can depend on the luck of the draw on
what type of cases he or she is .
assigned to by the supervisor.
For example, if the supervising
attorney specializes in
unemployment claims as a legal
aid att-0rney at SMIRLS, it's a
safe bet the student who works
for that attorney will get one or
two unemployment benefits
Photo by Joanne Schuler cases.
Eric Janus has supervised the Civil Litigation Clinic since last
summer when he came to William Mitchell
Janus said that it is beneficial
to the student to have an attorney experienced in one or two
areas of the law at the student's
Stiidents in the clinic can ex- ' agency-related cases. Clinic
"beck and call."
pect to handle a variety of
clients are usually those who
cases, including claims for
qualify for legal aid because of
Social Security benefits,
.
"We're pretty careful about
low income. In fact, students in
Unemployment Compensation
the types of cases the clinic
the clinic work out of two legal
claims, general assist.ant 1>!"0chooses because we want to
aid offices, one in St. Paul, and
blems, landlord-tenant con:
make sure they're educationally
one in Minneapolis.
troversies, and other public
sound," Janus said. "What that
"Students either work out of

Professional Responsibility.

Anyone who is interested in
the CiviILitigation Clinic should
read the clinic desqiption in the
course catalog, or contact the
elinic·s'taff in room.316 at
Mitchell.

Ducks replace books, studies
By Steve Patrow
What's on the minds of most
law students four weeks before
exams'? Studying'? Wrong. At
least in one case, ducks replaced
books and outlines as the
primary consideration for some
law students. I was among
them.
Shortly before the fall exam
period enveloped the school,
some local school friends~ at my
prompting, talked me into hunting a few ducks one weekend. I
had cj.uck hunted once before,
and was never too impressed
about standing out in soggy,
brown shore weeds in the rain,
· while being whipped by windchill factor, gale force winds.
But anything was better than
studying.
So a certain committee of the
fun club (a name several law
students gave to a group of individuals who believe in also
having fun during law school
and who also abhor wine and
cheese) left for a weekend of
freezing in the soggy, brown
shore weeds. I heard there was
some ice on the lake we would
use to attract the ducks, but my
friend assured me "there was
open water."
It took about an hour to get to
the small town just west of the
Twin Cities. Of course we.bad
to check out both bars in town,
just to make·an appearance. I
found out how hospitable some
small town Minnesota people

can be when a woman bouncer
or checker at one bar insisted I
couldn't come into the bar
without a Minnesota driver's
license for identfication. It made
no difference to her that I was
28, looked like I was 52, and was
a Wisconsin resident (we don't
have pictures on our licenses) .
Finally, I convinced her I was
old enough to drink in the state,
and she let me in the bar, albeit
a little grudgingly (a few choice
words from her mouth followed
me to the first beer).
After all that trouble, we left
the bar to go check out our hunting cabin.
I had been to the cabin before.
Lost quiet a few poker hands
there, and balance too. It was
ready for us. Some of the beer
cans from last year during ice
fishing were still there.
We unpacked and decided to
get some sleep so we could get
up when it was still dark. I'm
always amazed that when I go
bunting and fishing, it has to be
pitch black out when you start
the day. I wish they'd develop a
strain of fish and animal that
.would keep a regular schedule
at reasonable hours. One of my
buddies made sure he put the
alarm clock nearest to my head
so I would have to be the first
one to jump out of bed.
I was the first one to jump out
of bed.

I got even and screamed the
other hunters awake, one grudg-

ingly. I was amazed that a few
minutes after we started to get
.ready-tor the hunt, two other
hunters (relatives of the cabin
owner) stopped by, ready to
hunt. We all plodded out to the
point sticking out into the lake.
My friend. was right there was
open wafer l:>etween too ice
caps. A duck boat soon set up a
couple dozen.decoys. We were
set.

The first flock of ducks to fly
over couldn't have been safer.
Here were five hunters, intently
wattjrlng a hugellock of ducks
fly over our head - no one moved - they (and l) were afraid to
shoot and miss and make fools
out of themselves.
Unfortunately, that was the
last flock to fly over for about
two hours.
After awhile, we relaxed, had

:
•
••

l=DR..

a beer (10:00 in the morning)
and talked. One of my friends
took himself, and his chest
waders out into the water to
sight in on some decoys. We
made the obligatory guffaws
and swear phrases and then settled down for the next flock.
The ducks finally did come,
four hours after we made the initial crunchy walk out onto the
Continued on page 11
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Supreme court visits college

Photo courtesy of Publicatjons Dept.

The Minnesota Supreme Court made its annual visit to William Mitchell
last week. The court heard oral arguments on an actual case before an audience of first year students. Closed circuit television also carried the

hearing to students in e>ther classrooms. A reception was held for the
Justices after the arguments.

Dutch lawyers fill roles as pupil, teacher
Europeans knew; and it
transcended all the local ethnic
customs and culture, Van Vliet
noted.
"The Roman law became the
gap-fills, so to speak," he
suromaazed.
and Am¢can lawyers, a ceor.Then came Napoleon and the
ding to the r_esident Dutcli-law
Napo~eonic Codes.
veterans at William Mitchell,
"(!ooe Napoleon is 1809, or
entails much more than which
direction they must face to view something like that " Huffer
sajd. "Napol~ bad the wholethe Atlantic Ocean.
Holland natives Willem F. Van of Europe in his power a t a certain moment, and he brought a
Vliet:, adjunct professor at.Mituniform system in France and
chell. antl Herman J. Huffer
Austria, Belgium, Boll.and,~·
first-year s_tudent at Mitcheil,
many... and:it is still the base
both practiced law in Amster(of codified European.law)."
dam. Nefhetlands. Van. Vliet
COURTROOM PRACTICE
spent four yeal'S as theIn the Netherlands, Roman
American parm_er a t his ~ew
law blended with Germanic
York law firm's Amsterdam office and_lluffer is a m em ber of custom ana the. Na peleonie Codes
the Amsf.eroam: Bar with over 411 to sh.ape the codified system the
eountcy has today, Van Vliet
years of legal experience.
said. The system is s tricter than
Huffer said, "I tell my son,
the American system, Hnffer
he's 11 years-old now, 'how
said; that is ~tricteF in its
many cases have you handled?'
adherence to codified law. Fl'.om
I said, 'oh, it could be 10,000,'
complaint .filings to damage or
and it could be." Most of Hufsentence determinations, the
fer's practice was civil, while
eode and its prec~ent interVan Vliet specialized in internapretations cast the ~ g al decitional law.
sionmak:ing process in rigidity,
HISTORIC BACKGROUND
Huffer said.
Probably the most distinct
In addition to strict codes and
separation between Dutch and
American law stems from Dutch non-jury trials, courtroom litigation is discourag~ tacitly
law's codification basis. This
throt@l several. other court concodification, in turn, reflects
ventions. Ov~all, there is less
European law's development
litigation in the Nether.lands
based on Roman law.
than bere, Van Vliet sa id.
"The Roman law was studied
Legal fees, for example, may
in the Middle Ages in Europe,
be assigned to the losing counsel
and became - through the
studies of the monks in the early for payment.
'If the plaintiff' s lawyer loses
Renaissance in places like the
- -if.he brings a spurious case
University of Bologna in Italy,
and he loses - he may wind up,
which became centers for the
he probably will wind u_p, paying
study, renewed study, of the
classic sources - it became sort his ad:versary~s fees ' van Vlief
said. " So tbat's am:,ther negative
oflhe common law of Europe,''
incentive, a disincentiVe, to brsaid Van Vliet.
inging Mickey Mouse law suits.''
Roman law was the one thing
In Uie same v_ein, contingent
all European nations had in
fees are illegal, "Plaintiffs'
common. It was recorded in
lawyers do it (bring cases) at
Latin, a language all literate
their risk," Van Vliet said.

This article is the second in a
series of stari.es dll fociegD
students"and fa calty m embers
attending W.zlliam Mitchell.
By Patrick- O'Donnell
The difference: between Dutch

Costs aside,. llie. sysfem also
law in Holland ... that's the switmakes litigation itself tougher :
ching of the burden of proof."
"There' s no pr e.l;t:ial discovery,''
In Holland, a conviction in
Van Vliet remarked, · wllich
criminal court means a hurdle
makes ft very difficulL You
in civil court.
can't discov~ YOW'. -adversary's
"If you commit an assault and
case. It cliscourag~ litigation;
battery ... and there is a verdict
there's no doubtabout it."
against you, you are condemned," Huffer hypothesized, "it is
And in the Netherlands, the
proof against you in a civil
criminal~vil separation can
re~mf>le an abyss rather than a case."
Moreover, tort law in Holland
simple division of litigation
consists of one article, 1401 of
fields, as in the United States.
the Civil Code. Enacted in 1912,
Guilty verdicts returned upon
defendants in criminal,cases are the article states each person is
considered proof against them in respoll5ible for any acts which
-purposely or with gross
civil cases.
•
negligence, impart harm on
"These tcirt cases are duality,
others. This short article is the
as you know," Huffer began:
basis for all tort actions, Huffer
"Tort cases have both civil and
criminal. There is an interesting related.

"What is torts in Holland'/"
Huffer rhetorically posed the
query, "one article - one
article!"
This one article, however,
established civil protection not
~ered by the NapoleQnic.
Cooes enactea 100
earlier.
''Ther e was ·no .sense of this sort
of protection, of the indiv:it'lllaf,"
Huffer said. "So this ls an expression of individuality and the
protection of the individual."
"I asked, I wondered how in
one day lawyers can make their
complaint,'' Huffer queried in
his civil procedure class.
"Professor Danforth said 'that's
easy: you just say there's
negligence on the part of (the
plaintiffs) ... negligence, strict
liability and probably breach of
contract, and there you are. Just
name the words, and that's all.
Period.' Now, that's absolutely
not the case in Holland."
Complaints filed in Dutch
courts must not only state a
cause of action, they must set
out the facts precisely and offer
the court legal conclusions, Huffer said. If the legal conclusion
does not follow from the facts,
the judge may dismiss the case.
The strict adherence to procedure and rules is a result of
codification, not only in the
Netherlands, but all over
Europe, Huffer said. Code observance sets judges in sort of a
"corrector's" role, he added:
"That makes the judges more,
sort of correctors. They have far
less possibility to (promote)
fairness and good sense." Dutch
judges have no qpportunity to
consider good intentions or faith
or policy, nor can they overlook
precedent to change the court's
direction - "rather impossible,'' as Huffer put it.

years

Continued on page 7

Herman J. Huffer

Photo by Joanne Schu ler
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L_egal Writing program
rapped for grades
By Kathleen Heaney
The grades that the first year
students receive in Legal
Writing are the first grades of
their law career and somehow
seem the most ominous. The
grades and the grading policy is
at the brunt of a ~ t de.al of
critism. Part of that criticism is
that the grades between the sections are so disparate.
Professor Chris Kunz, a coordinator of the Legal Writing program said, "the discrepancy at
the end of the year is a justified
concern of the students. It really
does affect their GPA and their
class rank. But we (Professors
Kunz and Schmedemann) have
data from four years that shows
the amount of variation at the
end of the year between the
twenty-seven sections is not
statistically significant.''
Kunz said that "on each
assignment there are discrepancies between sections when you
have 13 students in each section.
However each section is not a
statistically reliable pool of
data. Due to the fact that a
reliab1e statistical pool is not
created, the coordinators do not
require each instructor have a .
bell curve distribution of
students in terms of ability at
least per assignment,'' said
Kunz.
At the end of the year, all 'l:l
sections' average final grades
fall within a narrow range. Kunz

Dutch

Continued from page 6

Moreover, Dutch judges
shoulder the entire legal and
factual burden of each case;
there are no juries in the
Netherlands.
"There's no jury system, so
you don't have huge jury
awards," Van Vliet said.
"They're mean-eyed, greyhaired judges, panels of three in
a major case."
The absense of a jury removes
the emotional aspect of litigation, Huffer observed. Judges
are bound to follow precedent
"absolutely, and there's no intervention in an emotional way
from the jury," he stressed.
While some European countries
use juries in limited situations,
such is not the case in Holland.
This results in judges hearing
many arguments from counsel
on the inadequacies of their opp(lnent's complaint or case, Huffer said. Lawyers will cite to
prior court interpretations of
code articles in support of their
positions, he explained, comparing it to the American precedent
system in case law:
"This is also a sort of precedent, but more strict. This is
precedent based upon the wording of a paragraph and here
precedent is based upon th~
members of the court, at that
moment.''
Dutch judges also retain their
fact-finder role throughout ap~ te proceedings, if they
choose, added Van Vliet.
THE BAR

Lawyers in Holland, and the
rest of Europe, number far
fewer than their American
counterparts, Van Vliet said.
"The bar in most of. these
foreign countries, and the
Netherlands specifically,· is very
small. Per capita, the number of
practicing lawyers is amazingly
small."
Europes' smaller bars reflect
the entrenchment of lawyering
as a profession of litigation only,
Va:n Vliet explained. The
American pervasiveness of
lawyers monopolizing most of
the legal system "has just not
been the tradition in Europe,"
Van Vliet said.

said that the "bulk of the grades
come within the "B"-"C"
range.''
The statistics speak for
themselves. During the 1980-1981
school year, the sections' final
average were within 79 to 81 on
the old grading scale; in other .
words in the "C plus" to "B
minus" range. In 1981-1982
school year the.same averages
occurred. There were 12 "A"s.
In the l~l983schoolyear,
tliere was a repeat performance
of the average and 13 " A"
grades. During the 1980-1983
period, the average grade from
alfcourses was in the. "C plus"
range, 'and the grades from the
Legal Writing course were
slightly higher the first y ear.
The target grade range for the
cw:rent school year in legal
writing is in the 2. 7 plus or
minus .1, or in the "B minus"
range.
Kunz said that "small classes
are an important part of the
teaching method in the Legal
Writing course." Yet the trade
off with being placed in small
classes is a slight deviation between the sections in grades.
This deviation said Kunz is
"somewhat greater than the
deviation between the large
classes."
Changes ·have been made in
regard to the grading policy.
For instance, a t the beginning of
the 1984,-1985 schooLyear an
'A." or "A minus'' was awarded

if the student's work was "the
work of an able and experienced
attorney." Now the standard_has
been changed to reflect the work
of a student who does well in his
or her classes.
Another problem that the
coordinators must deal with
when trying to minimize deviations in the grades is the Legal
Writing professors' academic
freedom and their teaching
strategies. Kunz said that there
is "no way for the coordinators
to say we will all have the same
teaching stra~." Some professors start their grading low
and rise throughout the year and
others stay at the same level
throughout the school year.
There are two interests that
have to be balanced. First, is
the instructor's academic
freedom and the inherent flexibility of their teaching styles.
The second interest is the
students who should not have
their Legal Writing grades
deturoining the oasis of their
class rank-and GPA simply on
the basis of. who their ~ a l
Writing instructor was.
"As long as we can guarantee
students that the instructor they
were assigned to will not affect
(class) students' rank, then we
will leave the discretion with the
Legal Writing instructors," said
Kunz.

Hence, although there are pro- ·
bably as many law school
graduates in Europe as in the
United States, most European
_graduates never join the bar
because they do not expect to
practice in a courtroom, Van
Vliet noted. They open offices as
1 ~ advisors, business copsul.tanfs or other non-litigation
pr:actioner.
·
Civil law notaries are another
detraction from the bar: "A
whole area of the legal profession is handled by stateappointed practj.oners, namely
the civil law notary," Van Vliet
said. "Trusts and estates and
-real estate are dealt with by
civil law notaries, and not by ,
practicing lawyers."
This smaller number of bar
members reflects the system's
discouragement of litigation,
Van Vliet pointed out:
''Perllaps it is a misconception
that a lot of law students have
that the legal practice consists
largely of going to court. The
fact of the matter is that the
legal practice consists of 98 percent out of not going to court, in
fact, staying the Dickens out of
court."
Van Vliet practiced in
Holland, but was not a member
of the Dutch bar. Practicing as
the American partner in a New
York law firm's Amsterdam office, "I have been involved in
some very heavy transactions
involving large amounts of ·.
money over disputes ... but there
was a period of 15 years that I
never saw a courtroom from the
inside," Van Vliet said.
Traditionally, European practice is more stodgy than its
American counterpart, Van
Vliet added. Included in
membership of the Dutch bar,
for example, is three years of
apprenticeship. "You are appointed by the court for the pro
deo cases," Huffer said. Pro deo
cases do not pay.
"Traditionally, the bar was a
rich man's burden," Van Vliet
explained, "because you had
three-years apprenticeship, in
which you were paid_na.ught,
after six or seven years of
university of law school and
another three years of working
for a dime. You. had to come
from a family that could afforf'
that."

EUROPEAN COMPARISON

Although based on the same
Napoleonic Code, the
Netherlands and its European
sister countries are not tied
through or reciprocal in their
legal systems, Van Vliet stressed. Rather, nationalistic, independent developIDent of each
country's cede - .in its own
language - has dl.stin:ctly
separated the European coontries, he said.
"Europe, if you look at
Europe as.a whole, despite the
fact that you have the eommon
Market... they have not in fact
become politically integrated,"
Van Vliet emphasised, "not by a
long shot."
· One separating element is
language; lawyers cannot normally read each others' law.
..Moreover. the codes were
enacted at different times.
"The code of France was written in French," Van Vliet said,
his tone implying obviousness,
"The code of Germ.any didn't
come until almost 100 years
later ... And its Written in German; now a Frenchman cannot
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Unique book
published for
Legal Writing

1

year, when the materials were
By Robert Docherty
sent to various publishers. LitWilliam Mitchell's Legal
Writing packets, in use since the tle, Brown showed some initial
1980-'81 school year, are schedul- interest and suggested some improvements. Since then,
ed to be published in the spring
manuscripts and revisions have
of 1985 by Little, Brown and
gone back and forth until the
Company. When the book, in
book was ready to be published.
soft-cover workbook form, does
It will be in essentially the same
come out, it will be unique in its
form as the current Legal
field. Professor Deb
Schmedemann, one of the book's Writing packet, with a few
chapters added. One of the addwriters, said most legal writing
books are bibliographic, describ- ed chapters will be an overview
of legal methodology; three
ing the sources and how to use
small
chapters will be added to
them. What will set this book
recap
some areas; LEXIS will
apart is the inclusion of
be added to the chapter on
Research Study Guides (RSG's)
computer-assisted legal
that students will tear out and
hand in. The RSG's, like conven- research and a teacher's
tional texts, describe the sources manual will be added.
The authors of the book are
and how to use them; however,
Professors
Christina Kunz,
unlike most texts, they also proSchmedemann and Peter
vide hands-on experience with
them. By allowing the instructor Erlinder; Cliff Greene, a Legal
Writing instructor in 1981-'82;
to_check a student's progress,
..
Matthew
Downs, Associate Dean
the RSG's give the instructor a
and Director of the Law
chance to make sure the student
Library; Ann Bateson and Kevin
is using the source properly.
Millard, a Legal Writing instrucThe process of publication
tor in 1980-'81.
began in the 1980-'81 school
read the German Code, unless
he's learned to read German."
This nationalistic perspective
retains its hold through

Belgium is what, Rhode Island. ,.
two languages are spoken."

To overcome these barriers,
today most clients in need of international representation retain
the close geographic proximity
counsel in each country, Van
of competing counlries and
cultures, Van Vliet tacitly
Vliet said. In fact, it was only
r~ently that non~_n aµves were
suggested.
.
"You know, you can sit in
, -allowed to join any bar in
Holland," Van Vliet began,
Eur~ Van Vliet added. Van
"turn the radio dia] and hear
Vliet:, for example, speaks six
nine ~ges ~ken. You
· different languages and.is 11rachave to realize the distances
ticed.in international law. Yet
are remarkable.
when confr-onted with a specfie
question of litigation involving
"When I drive from here to
another country, it is best to
Chicago, which is the nearest
contact a lawyer from that counbig town to the east of here, I
have just traveled the distance try, he said.
"I had a friend call me recentthat probably takes me from
ly with a q~tion about Swiss
Amsterdam to Rome. I've
traversed Belgium, Holland and law," Van Vliet recalled. "I told
him to contact Swiss counsel. I
Switzerland and I'm in Italy ;
don't know what those guys do
rve just passed five language
over there."
territories. "If I travel the
Huffer .is also _polylin~ but
distance from here to Billings,
~ practiced.only.in Amste£Montana, I am well behind the
dam.. Localized.practice within
Urals in Russia. The distances
each country's bar demonstrates
are deceptive, they really are.
And the enormous division that a similarity to our American
you have; a tiny little place like s~tem of state bars, Van Vliet
remarked.

language and [*lrhaps

tbrougn

Photo by Steve Patrow

Professor Willem F. Van Vliet says the codified legal system of the Netherlands is the
greatest distinction between Dutch and United States law.
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New parking site proposed
By Thom Campbell

Parking bas long been a
source of Irustation for both the
students at WMCL as well as the
residents of the surrounding
community. The few spots for
students, the long walks in
winter, as well as the traffic
before and after classes. All
these create the little inconviences and annoyances that can
be just the wron_g start or end to
a day at MitchelL
A new parking lot on the
southeast corner of the WMCL
campus has. been proposed to
try and remedy some of the
parking hassle. The lot would
run north to south, beginning 120
feet from Summit Avenue and
running north about 229 feet.
This is a little shorter than the
existing lot but they would both
be about the same distance from
Summit Avenue. The width
would be slightly larger,
however, at around 127 feet. The
east side of the lot would be 41
feet from Victoria Avenue.
There would be space for approximately 80 cars.
This site was selected because
of the available land space at
that point and because of the
potential effect on traffic flow.
Traffic will exit onto Victoria
Avenue. An exit onto Summit
would create a congestion
problem.
The idea for another parking
lot was initially raised by the
pastor of the SummitAvenue
Assembly of ~ Chul:cll,
Reverend Tedeschi:. The church
has worked with the school in
the past on resolution to mutual
parking problems. In this in- ·
stance, the church is in need of
additional par~ spaces for its
Suilday services.
The church offered to pay for
the desig'.11 and construction of
the lot.ii WMCL would p.rovide
the land. This proposal was

.made in eatly 1984.

Constntcl.i:on of the-parking lot
will net take Jong Qnce it is com.meaeed. However, l:h,eie are·still
a number of hurdles to get over
before construction can begin:
On February 21, 1985 at 3:30
p.m. in the St. Paul City Council
Chambers, the Zoning Committee, a committee of the Planning
Commission, will hold a public
meeting to decide if it will
recommend the proposed design
to the Planning Commission. Its
recommendation, or opposition,
will be taken up by the next
meeting of the Planning Commission, on February 22, 1985.
The Planning Commission's
decision is final, if no party objects or files an appeal within 15
days. If someone does object or
appeal then a public hearing
must be held by the full Planning Commission. This process
would take about 30 days, said
Mr. Larry Sotterhome, an of-.
ficial with the St. Paul Planning
Department.
Sotterhome said he did not
think that the design or the idea
for a -parlting lot on. the cam~
of WMCL would go unoppossed.
'!'bat is not to suggest thatit
would not be approved, or even
that if approvea that those opposed would appeal be said. .He
said that he did not think that
the vote for the parking lot
would be unanimous. On these
issues, Reverend Tedeschi said

he felt that it would be a good
idea for WMCL students to attend the Zoning Committee
meeting to get an idea of the
support and opposition that exists towards WMCL in the surrounding community.
_ Residents from the sun:onn,.
ding community have
demonstrareathattheydonot
believe an BO-space parking lot
is ~ ~olation to the-p:ro.blems
cre.:ited. b_y WMCb .students
parking on the nearby streets.
At a public me,eting held al St.
Stephen's Episco_pa] Church on
J"anuary 16 1985, various suggestions were made as to how
the _pa'.t:king pi;oblem could be
alleviated.
One suggestion was to allow
Mlteh.ell security guards to
ticket off.e nding veliicles on the
surroun~ str~ts'. oThis would
be sim1lar to ffie ao,thority that

theUri.iversityofMinneso~

Police have to ticket vehicles on
public streets in Minneapolis.
Other solutions would be to construct a m~vel parking complex, or to justmove the entire
scboo1. fThislaslopinion is not
held by all the residents but it
does reflect the 1evel of l :rustra-

tion that area residents experience fro~ not being able to
park in front of their own homes
witliout purchasing a permit.)
When the new parking lot is
complete or shortly- before, the

issue of who will be allowed to
park in it will be addressed by
Dean James Brooks. At this
point, he said he favors a
system where all students would
receive a permit at registration

enabling them to park in the
new lot. Parking would then be
on a first come basis. However,
Brooks said he was clear that
this position is by no means ·
final.

NOW YOU CAN AFFORD
mGnRM ENEfflS
WHENYI U'RE

OUT ON YOUR OWN.

Attorneys' Office Space Across from the Hennepin County
Government Center. Full Support Staff. Library. Conference Rooms .
Word Processing and More. All Without Any Capital Investment.
Practice Law
Not Office Administration

Law Office Management
Corporation Offen:

Simply move in and start practicing law. All of
the administrative details that use up billable
time will be handled by our professional service
staff.

• An ideal location.

It's All Right Here
Your clients are greeted by a fulltime receptionist and your phone
answered by a trained operator.
In addition, secretarial, typing,
word processing, law clerks,
messengers, and paralegal
services are available. In short,
we make sure you have the tools
needed to succeed, 'while you
only pay for what you use. Plus,
you'll benefit from interaction
with 50 other legal professionals.

• Sophisticated reception and conference
facilities.
• Highly skilled professional
staff.
• Word processing.
• Computer access for billing
· and accounting.
• Complete support services.
• Law Library.

Part Time Offices, too
There are special rental options
and support services available for
out-of-town attorneys and for
those who need a part time
office, as well. Make our fullservice facility your office.

NOW OPEN. CALL FOR~ APPOINTMENT

Law Office Management Corporation
Fifth Floor, 701 Fourth Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415
Phone: 612/338-1979
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Most minorities
from outstate
By Jeff Brown
No doubt, the new addition to
William Mitchell's student
population has not gone unnoticed. The school's latest recruitment effort yielded a substantial
increase in the numbers of
minority students it attracted.
Most have cogie from out-ofstate and very few from Minnesota. This prompts the question, why so few from
Minnesota?
Dean BrO()ks and Dean
Goldberg said that Mitchell
made both a national and a local
effort to attra~t gua]i:iied
minority applieal!ts. The actual
turnout surprised everyone.
Goldberg said that he had no
idea so maey :minorities would
ac:bia11y enroll In fact, had they
not, Mitchell's minority student
body would be considerably less.
One reason is _there just
are not many minorities in
Minnesota.
Brooks said that there are
several factors which make it
difficult to tap Minnesota's
minorities. He said this is due
first to the "obvious lack of a
base" and second, to the "lack
of knowledge in reaching that
base.'' Brooks and Goldberg
maintain that their strongest ef0
forts were directed toward local
minorities.
Dean Goldberg said that Mit~
chell devoted more time and
resources here in the state than
elsewhere because it was
naturally the first place to start.
He said that among other things
Mit'!hell has held a "Minority
Careers Night" for the past three years. The goal of the
career program is they get professional minorities in the state
to consider a legal education at
William Mitchell.
Mitchell works in co-operation
with some of the larger Minnesota corporations that are
creating opportunities for
minorities to advance their
careers. Goldberg saia that this
approach is feasible for the student because Mitchell is limited
in its ability to provide -the
financial aid usually crucial to
minority enrollment.
In addition to professional
minorities, Mitchell makes a
pitch for University of Minnesota graduates too.
Both Goldberg and Brooks
stressed that it has been only in
the last three years that Mitchell has made an effort to
recruit at all. Brooks said that
"Recruitment is becoming more
sophlsticated" mainly because
"the applicant pools for law
school are declining .." Consequently, Mitchell uses a mixed
strategy to attract applicants.
One method of locating potential minority enrollees is
through the Candidate Referral
Service of the Law School Admissions Council. This service
identifies miriiorities who have
taken the LSAT and notifies
schools that are interested. Of
course, there are always more
applicants than can be admitted.
Goldberg ~aid that if one looks
at demographics, past
enrollments and alumni, the notion that Mitchell is not doing its
best to seek Minnesota
minorities is "simply not true."
Finally when asked why Mitchell (and other law schools)
have just recently developed a
social consciousness of the lack
of minority law students,
Goldberg said only that "Mitchell recognizes" the
"systematic exclusion that has
taken place" for years. ana is
"doing its part" t-0 rectify the
wrong. Though there is "no
stated goal" in terms of
numbers, Mitchell's intention is
"to continue its efforts to attract
students from Minnesota and all
Qther areas of the country.
Goldberg said that Mitchell is
"in the business of making
lawyers, not black, white,
female or other, just -lawyers."
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Save money and receive
continuous support from
Josephsoa:-- CESIBRC, America's
finest ~aca,demic team
Since most of you will eventually take a bar review course. it makes sense to enroll now
in BRC, the nation's fastest growing bar review course and receive early benefits. Yo_u pay
-only a $50 down payment, and receive the following:

•

•
•
•

BRC OUTLINES THROUGHOUT LAW
SCHOOL
Pre-enrollment in BAG entitles you to
BRC Law Summaries, the finest bar
review materials available, for use
during law school. These Law
Summaries are replaced with a new,
revised set when you begin actual bar
preparation in our course.
JOSEPHSON ISSUE GRAPHS (JJGS)
Special visual study aids - very
popular!
GUARANTEED COURSE PRICE
Stop inflation! By enrolling now, you
assure yourself of 'your bar review
course at existing prices.

•
•

BIG DISCOUNTS ON CES MATERIALS
First and second year enrollees will be
entitled to at least a 10% discount on all
CES legal study aids. including the S~
& Substance of Law books and lecture
cassette tapes, written and delivered by
some of the nation's most outstanding
law professors (many author the major
required law school texts),
EXAM WRITING LECTURE CASSETTE
First year enrollees receive valuable
"How to Write Law School Exams"
lecture by Professor Michael Josephson
(Standard C-90 audiocassette)

JOSEPHSON EDUCATIONAL CENTER:
Ce,,ter for Creative Educational Services ,
Bar Review Center of America, Inc.

Professor Michael Josephson, Director and Founder
National Headquarters; 10101 W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230, 213/558-3100

BRC of Minnesota: 1821 Unniversity Ave., Suite 137, St. Paul, MN, 55104, (612)644-6070

,
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Gia Coma's
Continued. from page 3
of Jcme and July when the payment will be 3 ( three) percent of
the gross reeei.Dts from all sales.
Payments will be made twenty
days J ollowing the close of the ·
month at the Accounting Office
of the William Mitchell College
of Law. Cash register tapes indicating gross receipts will be
supplied to the College for

verification. Actual costs of electricity will_be deducted from th~
monthly H13yments.
.·

It is understood that the College will act in consultation with
the Student Bar Association with
respect to continuation or termination of the Agreement. In
addition to the attached menu
proposal, Gia Como Deli agrees
to provide the following:
L. A salad bar to be suffi-

-ciently stocked and maintained between the hours of
12:00 noon and 2:00 p.m.
and 5:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
2. One hot entree selection
at lunchtime and two hot
entree selections at dinner- time. En.trees to be provtded in sufficient quantity
and selection will be offered 0,n a
rotating
schedule to be supplied to

the College.
3. On-site personnel will increase to two checkers,
opera ting
two
cash
registers, between the
hours of 4:00 p.m. and 6:30
p.m.
.
The above conditions will be in
effect starting,Al!gUSt-1.3, 1984
and will be reevaluatedlor
feasibility at the end of
September 1984. These terms

may be renegotiated at that
time.
Food services provided will be
in compliance with·applicable
regulations of the College
(including the Sexual Harassment Policy), the State of Minnesota and federal regulatory
agencies. The scope of the
o~ation.may be modified by
mutual agreement betw~n the
College and Gia Como Deli when
deemed advisable due to changing needs .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Yuppie Checklist

y

N
1 . I eat brie.

2 . I own a condo on
Croucus Hill.

3. I work ~ ut at
the club regularly.

4. Marriage is a
merger.

.

5. I stop at Ruppert's for social
life.

6 . I keep both "country"
and II city" Grey
Poup'on in the fridge.

7 , I carry the Gold
AmEx.

8 . ...-Networking is
essential.
.J

ENROLL IN THE MINNESOTA
CC>urse By Nooe""'"be:.~ "·) q 8 '-1

9. The state of transcendental
acquisition is
essential.
10. "Raspberries must··
be fresh."

10--Yes.

You are a
Yupp.:i_,e.

9--10--Maybe someday.

7 "or---Sorr~. You have little
less
hope--you are eternally
destined to be normal_

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

DC[)m[P)DO~C[)~
JOSEPHSON BAR RE.VIEW CENTER OF AIIPWICA
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LOGAN & STYRBICKIVideo - Depositions • Certified Court Reporters • Computer Transcripts
Vern J. Logan
Leo J. Styrbicki
John E. Styrbicki
Teresa M. Schafer

Bernard A. Lilja
Gerald D. Schissler
Glenn J. Mares
William D. Devahl

Patricia K. Carl
Robert W. Walsh
John A. Dunton
Denae L. Hovland

Julie Durant:.Christine E. Melzarek
Brian H. Mattice
Paula Berg

(Deposition Rooms Available in St. Paul and Minneapolis) ,

W-1468 Frrst National Bank Bldg .
.

.

(612) 291-1095
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Experts add expense to trial
Rule 26.02 of the Minnesota
Rules of Civil Procedure and
Rule 26 (b) of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure permit the
use of expert witnesses in civil
litigation. These rules also provide that the expert is to be paid
a "reasonable fee." This fee
provision has led tp the development of companies that supply
attorneys with professional expert witnesses.
These firms have increased
the types of witnesses available
for trials. Economists are called

in to determine lost wages and
$unag~; chiropractors are providing expert testimony in areas
previously dominated by doctors· ergonomists are used to
quantify human factors.
All of this testimony is expensive. Rates average from $85-115
an hour for pre-trial work and
$500-1000 a day plus expenses for
trial work. As a result, it is often
im~ible for smaller firms
wit.h limited cash to pay these
expenses and wait for a
Iecovery tQ make ~ the costs.
Often, the smalle,E firm will

have to ~ the case to a larger
firm that can afford the large
cash outlays to finance expert
testimony.
While the cost of Ellq)ert
testimony ma)'. limit who can !>ring a lawsuit, it also makes it
possmle to bring suits that
would not have been possible if
there had not been experts
available to testify. William
Crowder, an attorney at
Reinhardt and Anderson, said
lawsuits In complex fields-, such
as prodru:ts liability and medical
malpractice, often require ex-

j}ortbtue~t
Jrief Jrtnting (ompahp
(DIVISION OF TYPOGRAPHIC ARTS, INC.)
3010 North Second Street
MINNEAPOLIS,
MN 55411
.
.
(612) 588-7506

Law Brsef Printing Speciatis.ts
APPROVED PRINTERS OF BRIEFS FOR THE UNITED STATES
COURT OF APPEALS. EIGHTH CIRCUIT

perts to eyplain the technical
aspec_ts of the case. ~ore experts are brought iil, however,
there must ~ a good chance of
winning a settlement large
enough to justify the expense, he
said.
William Mitchell Professor
John Sonsteng, said the expense
limits the use of experts to cases
that promise a good chance of a
la~recovery;-in cases with a
smaller recovery or cases where
there is less chance of any
recovery, expert.witnesses are
not justified by a cost-benefit
analysis.
When experts are called in to
testify, thl!ir te.5timony usually
goes unchallenged except by

Access
Continued from page 1

the office in the tower. Otherwise all the floors and rooms on
the floors are accessible.
The elevator is the only means
by which a person in a
wheelchair can get to the
classrooms- and the library. The
elevator space is small but accessible. The only real problem
exists for those who have
limited movement with their
arms and hands. Using the controls becomes almost
impos$jble.
Lasoff suggested that there
are several devices that attach
to the elevator's control board
which will give most people in a
wheelchair the ability to select
the floors without assistance.
The emergency phone in the
elevator is also inaccessible for
those in a wheelchair and with
limited arm movement. Lasoff
did suggest lowering the phone,
however an intercom system
may be most feasible and
usable.
The toilet facilities are accessible. They include sinks with
working heights for those in a
wheelchair and grab bars are.
situated in certain stalls.
Theli.brary is accessible for
the disabled student but several
problems do exist.

TO ALL ATTORNEYS, NEW & ESTABLISHED

LAWYERS' OFFICE ASSISTANTS
· PART-TIME

· TYPtN·G
BOOKKEEPING
OFFICE SET-UP
SERVICES

TEMPORARY
· OVERLOAD

LAWYERS' OFF.ICE ASSIST ANTS
PH: 774-0960

When experts give conflicting
accoun~ the jury usually
doesn't know which one to
believe. When this happens, the
jury will often ignore both and,
in effect, make their testimony,
gathered at great expense,
useless.

Gerald Waldholm, a Mitchell
student who -uses a wheelchair
has some difficulty in the
library basement trying to
manuever-around the tables.
"lt is real difficl,llt to .get
around the library basement
since the aisles between the
tables _are real close," he said.
Unforbmately SQa<!e limitation
denies an immediate solution.
"We would need to dc:'uble the
space if we widened tl,c. aisles
between the bookshelves," said
Mathew Downs, Assistant Dean
at Mitchell.
Kathleen Hagen a Mitchell
stude_n t who is blind suggested
that a private or quiet reading
room might be helpful within the
library.

"I woulo hope that plans for
the new library will include
some private space for reading
within the-library;" she said.

Alf:bough tbere are several adjacent rooms available, most of
her legal writing work requires
her te
in the library. Hagen
said she presently comes in
Saturday momi.ngs and is able
to c:1o inost Q[ her work then.
Hagen and Waldholm .both emphasized that the administration
bas been vecy ~pful and
supportive.
Referring the Mitchell's accessibility, Waldholm said,
"There are good points and bad
points. But W.tlliam Mitchell is
set up better than.the other area
law schools."
It appears that William Mitchell's sensitivity towards the
disabled will continue as the
school's future construction
moves forward.
"Providing an accessible
facility is certainly a high priority for us," said Downs.
According to Lasoff, the goal
for schools is not to provide
.
"special" services or privileges,
nor to "help" the disabled in a
paternalistic manner.
"The goal is to. remove tangible and intangible barriers,
thereby providing the disabled
with the same options for securing an education and im_proving
themselves as are available to
the non-dlsabled," she said.

oe

Ducks

EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARIES AT COMPETITIVE RATES

SUITE 200, 137 BATES AVENUE, ST. PAUL

another expert. Sonsteng said
"Lawyers don't have the time to
thoroughly investigate an expert's area of expertise· it
would be too expensive, in terms
of time and money."
As a result lawyers don't know
how to challenge their testimony
without bringing in - and paying for - another expert,
Sonsteng said.

MN

Continued from page 5
point. We-bagged a few (Hoodea Begannzers, I believe
they're called) - except for my
friend stalking the decoys, he
was sorely out of position when
the ducks flew over. He did
however bag a wood duck on the
way back to the cities w.hen we
saw a couple ducks sitting near
a culvert on -a eountrv road.
The rest of the trip was
devoted to gripes and groans
about coming back to the city
and about having procrastinated
in our studies to the point of no
mitigation of damages. We also
planned <>tm next trip, whieh. is
coming up shortly. Ice fishing,
this time:
By the way, all of us did pretty well in our exams.

And for good reasons . ..

9. Tuition Freeze - A $50.00 course
deposit freezes your tuition at the
current level, regardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the use
·of a set of MBR/BRI outlines, which can
then be traded in for the most current
set when you take the review course.

1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our
faculty is made up of beµ- rev1ew
experts and includes some of the top
law professors in the country, such as
John Moye, David Epstein, and
John Nowak.
2. (:omprehensive Outlines ---:-"- Every
area tested on the bar exam is covered
completely, in a concise and
understandable format.

10. Selected Law Lectures Throughout the year, MBR/BRI offers
videotaped presentations to help you
prepare for final exams. Admission is
free to all MBR/BRI students.·

3. Directed Testing Program - Our
multistate and essay testingprogram
includes weeklypractke ses.sions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The essay exams are
graded and extensively critiqued £or
both substance and style.

11. $25.00 Discount on the
Professional Responsibility Review
Course - All MBR/BRI students
receive a $25.00 discount when signing
up for our Professional Responsibility
Review Course.

4. Mini-Review Program - The three
day,Mini-Review program is held at
the end of the regular course. It
includes capsulized multistate outlines
and additional lectures on each
multistate subject for last minute
reinforcement.

5. Writing Seminars - Our Writing
Program focuses on issue spotting and
exam taking techniques and includes
the opportunity foc personal ·
interviews with the graders.
6. Day or Evening Classes - During
our summer course you 'have the
option of attending live evening or
videotaped morning lectures,
whichever you find most convenient.

12. Early Registration Discount Discounts are available for both winter
and summer 1985 courses. Sign up
now and save $50.00 off the regular
course tuition!

7. Excellent Facilities and Convenient
Location - The 1985 MBR/BRI
course will again be held at theCollege of St. Thomas, O 'Shaughnessy
Educational Center, the same location
we have had for the past 10 years.

8. Early Bird Program - Audiotape
lectures. on all areas tested on the bar
exam will be available before the
course begins in the College of St.
Thomas Leaming Center.

13. Minneapolis Based Office - Our
J\1inneapolis headquarters is open every
business day to serve you. With MBR/BRI,
you will get answers, not recordings.

Now you know why, year after
year, Minnesota Bar Review /BRI,
Inc. is the number one choice for

bell'

exam preparation.

For more information, contact the following
campus representatives or call our office at 338-1977.
WILLIAM MITCHELL
Sherry Enzler
Lea DeSouza
Sue Smoley
Greg Yaeger
Jane Joseph
Linda Bogut
Stephanie Susens
Caryn Brenner

Minnesota
Bar Review/BAI, Inc.

MBR/BRI ... the leader in bar review.

